Nationwide site licensing for online journals in Canada
Sixty-four Canadian universities participating in the National Site Licensing Project have negotiated a $30-million (U.S.) site licensing agreement for 650 scholarly journals and “numerous citation indexes.” Among the vendors participating in the agreement are Academic Press, American Chemical Society, American Mathematical Society, Institute for Scientific Information, Institute for Physics Publishing, Royal Society for Chemistry, and Springer-Verlag.

.INFO domain now available
Registration for the .INFO Internet domain, the first new unrestricted TLD (top-level domain) on the Internet since .COM, opened to the general public on September 12 and already has more than 350,000 functional names on the Web.

Wireless access campuswide at the University of Tennessee
As of fall semester, University of Tennessee students have wireless access to the Internet and university databases from anywhere on the Knoxville campus. One thousand radio transmitters inside and on the roofs of almost every building on campus transmit radio signals receivable on laptop computer Ethernet cards.

E-government improving
The Taubman Center for Public Policy’s comparative study of 1,813 state and federal government Web sites in summer 2000 and 1,680 in summer 2001 finds some improvement in e-government, “the delivery of government information and services online through the Internet or other digital means.” Among the improvements are increased access to publications (93 percent in 2001 compared to 74 percent in 2000) and data bases (54 percent in 2001 and 42 percent in 2000), more sites with disability access (27 percent in 2001 and 15 percent in 2000), and more sites offering services executable online (25 percent in 2001 and 22 percent in 2000).

Profits slow down for book publishers
Profit margins increased for only seven of the fifteen book publishers tracked by Publishers Weekly last year. The biggest gains were reported by education publishers; four of which posted profit margins of more than 15 percent.

Tactile mouse provides desktop sense of touch
Logitech introduced the first “touch-feedback device for general-purpose computing” last year. The iFeel mouse uses up and down motion and vibrations to reproduce sensations, such as a “bump that occurs when the cursor crosses a hot link or menu choice.”
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a comprehensive, fully integrated research platform that empowers the researcher and accelerates discovery

- Interrelating journal, patent, proceedings and additional high-quality content
- Accessing essential authoritative web sites
- Connecting to valuable analytical and evaluation tools
1) **Content you can trust.**
Westlaw Campus, designed by West Group, the leading provider of legal information since 1876, is the new online legal research tool created specifically for undergraduate and graduate students who need to research law-related issues. Whether the field of study is criminal justice, political science, business, or economics, Westlaw Campus is the essential resource.

2) **Exclusive editorial enhancements make the law easier to comprehend.**
Only Westlaw Campus includes editorial enhancements such as synopses and headnotes, all written to clarify your students' understanding of the law.

3) **Simple search options.**
Students can search cases, statutes and regulations, by citation, by title or search by issue using Natural Language or Terms and Connectors. Students can research effectively with little or no instruction or assistance.

4) **Unlimited researching.**
No matter how many students access the service, no matter for what length of time, there are no budget-busting, per minute, per student fees that can change from month to month. Online fees are fixed and the lowest in the industry. Plus there are no distracting ads because Westlaw Campus is advertising-free – just great legal research, all the time.

For information, visit us at www.westlawcampus.com